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U Condemns 6 Buildings For Asbestos Threat
Classes Canceled in Condemned Buildings, Some Student Dorms to Close as Early as This Weekend
SER

By Ed Walters
HOYA

Staff Writer

Six Georgetown buildings contaminated with asbestos have been closed at
least until the end of the year, according
to William
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about 1,150 students, effective this week-

Kevin Haggard/The HOYA
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A worker prepares to remove asbestos from the third floor of New South.

end.
Green said the asbestos “probably”
posed no health threat to students because it was englosed in ceilings, but
said some classrooms with damaged
ceiling tiles might have caused some
health risk.
“We will begin immediately removing asbestos from these buildings,” Green
said in a statement yesterday. “While we
believe that there has been no harm to
the community, we will close these buildings as a precaution until the asbestos
has been removed.”
Green added that the facilities office
has setup ahotline for information about
classes and possible health risks. The
number is 687-6780.
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administration and facilities. The Healy
. Building, Reiss, White-Gravenor, Village B, New South, and St. Mary’s will
undergo extensive renovation to remove
the cancer-causing substance.
Richard Schwartz, interim executive
vice president for academic affairs, announced yesterday that classes in the
buildings would be cancelled effective
immediately until classroom space could
be found for the displaced students.
Schwartz also announced that the dorms
involved would be closed, displacing
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lot on individual professors, and I imag-

common feature in buildings as late as
1975 and was used as fire retardant insulation. The substance has since been
found to cause lung cancer when particles of it are inhaled. Although most of
the classrooms with asbestos ceilings
are considered safe because the asbestos
is enclosed, some classrooms with damaged tiles could be a potential threat
because particles of asbestos may be
circulating in the classrooms.
While some students were excited at
the prospect of missing classes, others
were surprised and scared at the news. “I
guess it will be a nice break from class,
but where am I supposed to live if Idon’t
make the lottery?” said New South resi-

place

dent Todd Morgan (CAS

to live,” said an official

in the

housing office. “The university has absolutely no way to accommodate them,
and I am afraid they will be left to fend

By Marky Mark
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Georgetown Professor Sohrab
Sobhani, who gamered a whopping six
percent in the Maryland Republican primary, announced his bid to challenge
George Bush for the GOP nomination,
in front of a crowd of five ecstatic supporters.
The crowd, which had assembled in
the driveway of Sobhani’s Bethesda
home, consisted of Sobhani himself, his
wife, his mother-in-law, a brown-nosing
SFS student and a stray dog.
Sobhani, who pretended his firstname
\
WN
was Rob during the Maryland race, will
| also change his last name to Smith for
| the presidential bid. The Georgetown
1 professor also hopes to go negative with

“I think I could forgive him if he had a
silent “h” in his first name only. But to

| attack ads on WGTB,

have another one in his last name, too,
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and win an en-

dorsement from the SFS Globe.
But Sobhani’s closest supporters, including many of his Georgetown! students, are not U.S. citizens and thus
cannot vote. “But I'think I can geteveryone on the DAP Floor to support me, so

Closed, Cramped Quarters Editor

Karen Brough (CAS 92), the manager
of The Basement, announced Sunday
| theexistence of asecret, all-female soci-

| ety called the Stewardesses. The society, formed under the auspices of the
United Sisterhood of Flight Attendants,
was uncovered late yesterday when two
. members,

Julie

McKenna

and

Kelli

McTaggart, were caught primping for
pre-flight cross-check.
i When approached by aHovA reporter,
McKenna and McTaggart — the two
alleged chairwomen of the society -|
J denied being members in the society. “I
/ | amnotnow and have never been amem-
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the

Stewardess

Society,”

| fered and asked the diligent scoop if she
| preferred "coffee, tea or a pillow."
Since the announcement, numerous
| female campus leaders have disclosed
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much as makes an issue of my flipflopping on that taxes thing, he’s got
another thing coming to him.”
Sobhani’s campaign was imperiled
yesterday when news of his real first
name was leaked to the public. The
Georgetown professor danced around
the issue when asked at one campaign
stop, “Why is the “h” silent in your first
name?”

University Treasurer George Houston,

explaining how he and his colleagues

Said one skeptical Bethesda resident,

thought Georgetown had allocated $4.5
million for the services, but had really
budgeted only $4.50.
“No biggie, right?” said Houston,

I’m not stupid -- that’s got to be more
than just coincidence.”
Former Massachusettes Senator Paul
Tsongas yesterday warned Sobhani about
his silent consonant. “It was certainly
my downfail,” Tsongas tsaid.

piece.

By Chris McArdle
HOYA
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that they, too, are members of the soci-

| ety, whose goals include establishing
business contacts and making sure that
| all students have a safe and comfortable
{ dight. Members include the editars of

| "HE Hoa and the Voice, the chair of the

‘aternational Relations Club, the head of

le credit union and the entire staft of the
clectic, a campus publication long sus-

_#cted of being an administrative mouth-

Arick Wierson (TOOL

’94) said that

the Stewardess Society must from now
on be called “the GUSA Stewardess
Society” and that the name of the group
must be printed in 14 point or larger on
all official documents and fliers. Bob
King stated that he was not a member of
the Stewardesses, but would be delighted
to join.
Brough said she was originally asked
to join the Stewardesses by recently
married English Professor and Women’s
Studies

Director Leona

Fischer-Price,

who approached Brough in the Leavey
Airport Lounge wearing a navy blue
blazer, grey flannel skirt and sensible
navy pumps. Fischer-Price then gave
Brough the secret Stewardess signal,
which involved pointing toward the exit
of the building with two fingers outstretched, and then offering Brough a
bag of honey-roasted peanuts, a cocktail
napkin and a small plastic glass of ginger ale.
Fischer-Price then informed Brough
thatunder the new smoking policy, there
would be no smoking for stays of any
duration in the Airport Lounge.
The secret society hasundertaken several public service projects at Georgetown, including repainting the doors to
the bathroom stalls in Lauinger to rid
them of misogynist graffiti. “I’ve al-

in hand,

from

his plush,

oak-

paneled Healy office containing lots of
new furniture. When asked why the university only budgeted four and a half
bucks for a wide array of services normally considered essential for students,

Asbestos, a known carcinogen, was a

’95).

University officrals suspected that
there was extensive use of asbestos in
buildings across campus two years ago,
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An alternate plan released by Green
would house classes in university-owned
buildings off campus, such as the newlyrenovated Georgetown University Shop,
vacant investment properties, The
Tombs, and the restaurant 1789 during
the day. Green said that it was “not an
attractive option,” but an option nonetheless.
“We’re doing asbestos we can - get
it?” joked Schwartz, “As best as? Asbestos? As best as? Get it?”
ep

ho

the jovial financial chief responded,
“Who the hell knows? Maybe we can
ask Royal Viking or BMW to make up
the difference.”
George Lasnier, former acting director of financial affairs, said he thought he
was still supposed to be acting.
Financial Aid Director Patricia
McW ade was conveniently “out of town”
the day the decision was made. However, several residents sighted her at
the IHOP

on Glebe Road

in Virginia,

ordering the rooty tooty fresh n' frooty
breakfast.
As aresult of the mistake, Director of

Student Services and Facilities Karen
Frank said that students would simply
have to “fend for themselves” when it
came to many campus services. “They
all order Domino’s anyway because
Marriott food sucks,” she said sarcastically. “And there are plenty of candy
machines around campus. The fact that
they're all broken makes eating even
more of a challenge.”
Frank said a soon-to-be-released plan
from her department called for students
to pick up the slack in terms of universitv
funding.
As
a
result,
stu-

dents who have taken Professor
Weinstein’s Biology of Human Health
class will be authorized to practice medicine on students. The plan also listed the
names and telephone numbers of several
“spiritual healers” in the Washington
area,including Madame Zora, conveniently located (and conveniently priced)
on Wisconsin Ave.
The budget shortfall will also mean
that maintenance workers in residence
and academic buildings will be let go
due to insufficient funds to pay them,
according to Houston. He said resident
assistants would now organize their floor
residents to do what the maintenance
workers once did. “Someone has to keep
up the drug trafficking at Georgetown,”
he said.
“Hey, these are practical skills,” said
Frank, defending the new plan. “I mean,
which is going to help you more in later
life? Being an expert in Teilhard de
Chardin or knowing how to move a
kilo?”

Theology Professor Thomas King, SJ,
pondered that question briefly, wiped
his nose, and then answered. “I think . .
. knowing Chardin . . . is more important.”

you medieval dickweed

Another Damn Conspiracy
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On the heels of the recent shortage of
student work-study funds, administrators announced yesterday that they have
discovered “a minor miscalculation” in
the university budget that will force the
closing of all major auxiliary services on
campus tomorrow.
Lauinger Library, the two cafeterias,
Yates, Student Health, Riggs Bank, and
the 4th floor of Village C will shut down
at 6 a.m. Administrators promised, however, that the Village C floor will not be
missed.
“I can see exactly how it happened -we just missed a few zeros,” chortled

You killed Ted,

!

sor. “I guess I will have to keep students
until June or July. How am I supposed to
teach the second half of European Civilization in two weeks?”
Other professors were inflamed over
the incident. “They tell me now that I
have been teaching in aclassroom that is
now condemned? This is outrageous,”
said one professor.

but added removal of the substance to a
list of “deferred maintenance” projects.
The projects could not be undertaken
immediately because of alack of operating capital in the university budget, according to University Treasurer George
Houston.
The buildings were found to contain
high levels of asbestos early this month
by aBoard of Zoning Adjustment (BZA)
inspection team doing a routine examination of campus buildings. The BZA
inspection team forbade construction of
a planned academic facility until the
asbestos was removed from every building on campus.
The university is bracing for more
than the delay in planned construction,
however, as it prepares to handle a potential avalanche of health-related lawsuits. “The related lawsuits for health
complications could not only bankrupt
the university’s endowment, but it could
close the university permanently,” said
a partner in the law firm of Williams and
Connelly, the university’s law counsel.

Student Services Soon To Be Stymied

I’m pretty much set,” Sobhani said.
The White House issued a statement
today, calling Sobhani’s presidential bid
“nota concern,” but a nervous President
Bush was quoted by senior administration officials yesterday as saying, “If
this Rob, or whatever his name

like this,” said one government profes-

ine that there will be different arrangements for different classes,” he added.
“All we know is that these buildings will
be closed until future notice, and that
students should call the asbestos hotline
to find out about when or if their classes
will meet.”
Students living in the condemned
dorms will be temporarily housed by a
lottery inthe Marriott Guest House at the
Leavey Center and in empty campus
apartments. Students living in campus
apartments will also be encouraged to
open their houses to displaced students.
“We will do everything we can to accommodate the needs of students inconvenienced by the repairs,” Green said.
But many students and professors fear
that the measures suggested by the university will not be enough. “Even if you
house students in Marriott and put a
student in every apartment, we will have
between 150 and 400 students without a

And the Funky Bunch

By Gennifer Flowers
SFS ‘93

for themselves,” the official added.
Students left out of the draft would
likely be forced to find housing off campus or rent a hotel room until the construction is completed.
Professors were skeptical as well. “I
simply refuse to cut my semester short
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Falls, Can't Get Up

a

University Registrar John Q. Pierce,
III'said professors with classes in these
buildings would either have to offer fewer
lectures or hold classes until mid-June.
He added that some special consideration might have to be made for seniors,
but he could not guarantee that they
would graduate on time.
“You're asking a lot of questions to
which there are no good answers right
now,” Pierce said. “This will depend a

Intestines

ways thought that the phrase “If you
sprinkle when you tinkle be a sweetie
and wipe the seatie’ was indicative of
the patriarchal world view prevalent here
at Georgetown,” Hoya Stewardess R.J.
“Cellini” Buckman said haughtily.
Buckman also noted that tampering
with smoke detectors in any university
lavatory was a federal offense and subject to a $300 fine. She added that the
Stewardesses were planning to install
signs in men’s bathrooms on campus
reading: “Make sure your toilet seats are
in their full, upright position.”
The Stewardesses have also undertaken "joint" projects with other secret
societies on campus, including the Stewards and the Hill, and were once arrested
for possession of marijuana. Their major

coordinated activity has been a corpse
removal project in which they have been
disinterring the remains

If your roommate commits suicide, you get a4.0. If you commit
suicide, you get a 3.9.

Tracewell “Sour” Krause, Voice editor in chief, said, “Georgetown is afraid

to take the necessary steps to prepare for
campus expansion.” Krause is white,
according to Voice managing editor Tim
Lynch.
Mephistophiles, the ultimate evil, was
unavailable for comment.

Orange Traffic Cone Left Unscathed

News, p. 3
Guinea Bissau sank off the coast

of Africa yesterday, killing one
person and pissing off hundreds
of thousands of others.

Film at 11.
I Was Fat and I'm
Named a Candy Bar
The Life and Times of
Book

Glad They
After Me:
Babe Ruth.
World, p. 7

The Dean of Student Affairs
claims he has never had a student
affair.

Cover Story, p. 5-6

of the Jesuits

from the Jesuit graveyard near Harbin.
“We even bought matching his and her
wheelbarrows to transport the remains,”
cooed Marie Hurabiell in frail fashion.

Showdown At Red Square

Father Joseph Durkin, SJ, reviews” Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down”
Life,p. 14
OYA but the annual

By Joe Fastwheel
HOYA Staff Writer
Four students were critically injured
when skateboards met roller blades in a
high-speed, head-on collision in Red
Square Saturday. The tragedy was called
by at least one passerby as “afitting end
for some of the most annoying people at
Georgetown.”
According to witnesses, two students

skateboarding from opposite directions
attempted to simultaneously jump an
orange cone placed in the center of Red
Square.

The

stunt,

outlined

in this

month's issue of Wheel Rat magazine,
has never before been perfomed at a
four-year accredited institution.
The students slammed into one another
in
mid
air,
shouting
unconscious for several hours and rushed
to Georgetown University Emergency
Room, where they were diagnosed with
deeply rooted oral fixations.
Students expressed little sympathy for
the skating duo. Alice Nosleep (CAS
’94), a Copley resident, said “It’s about
time they got hurt. The noise they make
skating for hours is really annoying and
keeps me up at night. I’ve tried to throw

things at them from my window, but I
always miss.”
The other injuries occurred minutes
after the crash, when two SBA students,
rollerblading into Red Square, became
distracted by the commotion and tripped
over a cable wire that ran from a Satellite truck into McGhee Library where
SFS Dean Peter Krough was taping another exciting edition of “Name that
Foreign Dictator.
The two students hit the cable and
slammed, blades first, into a fish stand
that had been hastily erected early that
morning to commemorate “Fish Appreciation Week." The fish were treated by
GERMS for multiple wounds to gills.
According to sources, the two students
were whisked away to GU hospital,
where they were laterreleased on $5,000

bail.
“We hope to be walking and rolling
again by the end of the semester,” said
Mike

Axel (DUDE

’92), one of those

injured. “Dude,” he added.
Michael Bartholf, director of transportation, said that plans have been approved to cover the existing baseball
field adjacent to Leavey Center with
asphalt to accomodate the growing need
for space to skateboard and rollerblade.
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Euro Posers
Found,

Exposed
We Won't Miss Them
By Marguerite Talal Akhmeji
Dupont Esteverias
HOYA Euro Editor

Twelve students were expelled yesterday from Georgetown when it was
discovered that they had been posing as
Europeans since the beginning of the
year. Georgetown’s “Euro Dozen” re-

lic Safety (DPS) officers received

a surprise anonymous tip, which
led to the apprehension of the
criminal responsible for the
Lauinger exposure incidents, the
streakers, Marriot meals and the
baseball bat beatings.
The tipled GHiP’s (Georgetown
Highwav

who fractured his left front tooth
when his bike went out of control
and launched him into the top one
of those scraggly looking trees.
GHiP’s circled the evil plant,
known as the Pomeronian, dismounted their hogs, and began to
club the shrubbery into submission with flashlights and rubber
hoses. Officer Cantben Dover
said, “This is another reason why
we should be packing heat. We
could havenailed thatfilthy shrubbery from the beginning and saved
a lot of time. The same strategy
could be applied to those damn
students at the Pub.”
This incident was recorded by
the Voice Assistant Photo Editor

The shrubbery only provided
mild difficulties for the officers
during the apprehension, as it
stayed firmly rooted.
Tue Hoya ». attempted to get a
comment from Selina Piper, and

after 27 phone calls, The Hoya
determined that she doesn’t exist
and is a figment of DPS' vivid
disinformation strategy.
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Meet George Jetson

Euros, go home.

tion would be shot down instantly,” said
self-professed Euro Corani Hussein
(SCUD’91 --norelation). Hussein chose

Georgetown because he heard it was on
buy,”said Harr Monica (SLEEZ '95). the left bank of the Potomac. “When I
“Take Johann, for instance; he's ugly, got here it turned out to be just plain
he’sdumb, he stinks, he farts, but ohhhh- gauche,” said Hussein.
my-Goooddd, he’s Dutch!”
Other Euros feel just as bad about the
Johann, who spoke on the condition Georgetown atmosphere. Dieter Sprockof anonymity, said he was from Spo- ets (INF’ 88) said he missed his native
kane, WA and had learned Dutch with
Dusseldorf so much that he spent most
the Berlitz “Dutch-in-10-days” method.
of his time contemplating the abyss and
“touching his monkey” in Dahlgren
“Dude, those tapes totally work. Never
Chapel.
picked up so many women! Shwing!”
Finding the right threads is another
This nocturnal species is usually
ashamed of being seen within Healy gut-wrenching experience for these couGates, according to noted Euro watcher rageous expatriates. “I have to shop in
Jean-Paul Sartre. “If my friends in Paris _ the men’s department to find jeans that
and Monaco knew I was living in this are baggy enough to fit this year’s canon
cultural desert, my intellectual reputa- of fashion,” said the diminutive Ramona

around the Euros. “They’re areally good
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73). “It allows you to

transcend the boundaries of truth! Anyway itsounds great on my father’s Buick
sound system.”
At Ikon, hordes of Georgetown freshmen women were found frolicking

Giuliana (EC ’92), of Wilson, MI. “Even

when I do,” she whined, peering from
beneath her long bangs, “most times
they don’t have the right shade of black
I want.”
Greg Vukasovic, a member of the
Euro Dozen who hails from West
Chester, PA,

said he felt just as miser-

able about the fashion life at Georgetown. “Young Werther couldn’t find
truth. I can’t find a turtleneck to fit over
my head.” He then began to weep in
existential angst.
Susan MacKensie (US ’76) said that

although she has never been outside of
the United States, she is one of the few
who understands the European soul. “In
my heart, I feel so Italian” she said. “]
would go braless, never shave my pits
and move to Barcelona in a jiffy.”

Hoyas Unlimited presents the first annual
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‘“Save the Basketball Team from
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Criminal Activity Auction.”*
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Items to be auctioned:
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«The original driver's license revoked from Charles Smith.
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*A dime bag co-signed by Rayful Edmond and Alonzo .
David Wingate's mattress.
Handcuffs used on John Turner.

a

~~.

*Proceeds from the Auction will go into the Bail Fund for Future Hoopsters That Choose a Life of Crime. Funds will
also be used to retain university counsel for the players, and pay for air fares for Coach Thompson to serve as a character
witness for his "kids" in trouble.Any additional donations will go toward either a training program for forwards and
guards on how to resist arrest, or to Frank Rienzo's lunch.
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Lick it up, baby. Lick it up.

DEAN PETER KROGH TANNING SALON

Patty melt with beer mug lightly shattered over your skull. $5.95

Bloody Mary (SFS '93). $2.90
Chicken Fingers with tossed freshman. $4.25

The Peter Krogh tanning salon does not take responsibility for Skin Cancer, Acute Dermatitis or arrogance
$6.50

incurred during tanning. Your first tanning session comes with a free date with Heidi Roemelmeyer (which
makes Peter smile). No part of this broadcast may be used without the express written consent of SFS and

the National Basketball Association. You have the right to remain tan, anything you say, can or will be used
against you in the Bahamas.

Dean Krogh does not take money from foreign governments, we're so sure.

Cam

Even if your claim to fame is a random stint on PBS
that nobody watches . . . you can look like a prune.

Tonight's Specials

Paradise salad topped with drunken police officer pointing his gun at your forehead.

‘A Great STS Ian ! ’

OV

Come party, Georgetown, at the area's most,
shall we say, ""exciting'’ bar.

For a limited time only , you can get that year-round
glazed look in just two 30-minute tanning sessions.
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At the Tombs!
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Every Friday Night is Fight Night . . .
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Police) motorcycles to

the paths on Leavey Esplanade
where they confronted the small
laurel bush accused of committing the heinous crimes. GHiP's
called in 30 DPS officers on foot
from their posts in front of Healy
Gates, where they were on the
lookout for naughty taxi drivers.
Several of the officers later said
they were motivated in the chase
by the promise of donuts if they
caught someone.
However, some of the men were
not able to make it all the way to
the scene. Officer Lar Dass was

“was GHiP's Officer Erik Estrada, .

Scorcese (ABBA

SSN

Late yesterday afternoon
Georgetown Department of Pub-

Edgar Lee, but unfortunately l.e
blows and pictures aren’t available because he forgot to remove
his lens cap.
GUPS officers seemed surprised
that the criminal was the shrubbery, but at the same time they
seemed relieved. Officer Kim
said, “Thank God the criminal
wasn't human; we have a hard
enough timecontrolling
the people
coming out of the Pub. The shrubbery was a big-time bust for us at
the Department. We should get
the credibility we deserve after
this chilling and frightening episode.”

ST

HOYA Gardener

quoted as saying, “Leavey is too
far away, and I might get tired. I
haven’t gotten off my butt and run
in twenty years, why start now?”
GHiP's chased the shrubbery
for approximately thirty minutes,
leading to many high speed
wipeouts. One of those injured

MEN

By Haywood Jablomee

TN

DPS Snubs Sneaky Shrubbery

exiled to asmall New Hampshire village
with no styling mousse.
The students were discovered when
one of their ranks, sporting slicked-back
hair, black jeans, a floral shirt and an
attitude, was found buying a Coke at
Vittles. When questioned by THE Hoya
the student said only, “Mineral water,
mineral water, where is my mineral water.” A large portion of the faux Euros
had southern accents; two were from
New Jersey.
The students were tracked down to
the Dupont Circle nightclub Ikon, which
serves as a refuge for this Georgetown
counterculture. The club is universally
liked for its monotonous, thudding industrial
music.
“Tis
50
deconstructionist!” said Gabriela

——

You using the whole fist, Doc?

Three of Georgetown's finest were able to subdue the laurel bush in question, after excessive clipping.

bh

mains to be sentenced, although a Minor
adjudication official said they may be
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Day 1

Tombs
Fight

This Big Eyepatch
By Amit Shah
Hoya Tombs Rat

Georgetown government professor
Anthony Arend wasinjured in a brawl at
the Tombs last night after reportedly
provoking a fight with fellow government professor Eusebio Mujal-Leon.
According to Tombs bartender Chris
McShane, Arend and Mujal-Leon
slugged it out for several minutes before
police were able to separate the two
angry men. “It was the greatest fight I'd
ever seen,” gushed McShane. “Those
two almost killed each other.”
Both Arend and Mujal-Leon were
treated for minor injuries and released
University Hospital

later that evening.
“I saw it coming,” said professor
Michael

Robinson, who tried to break

up the fight at the popular bar and eatery.
“Unfortunately,

manities degree will be awarded; for
20,000 miles, any degree except EcoMain Campus Planning Officer
nomics will be awarded. 120,000 freSFS Dean Peter F. Krogh announced quent flyer miles must be accrued for
Friday that the School of Foreign Ser- the coveted econ degree. That's all THE
vice would buy the Trump Shuttle this Hoya found out, because then the wellsummer. The shuttle’s owner and name- tanned Dean Krogh burst in and exsake “The” Donald Trump, was unable claimed, “Hey, what the hell’s going on
to keep the fledgling fleet because he here, Andy? This was MY idea, and I'm
couldn’tkeepit in his pants, and his wife getting the credit, dammit!” Krogh’s
took half of everything when she found venerable hair, which had just been reout.
dyed, was a mess.
“This step will bring Georgetown
In-flight movies of Georgetown
into the 90s with style and panache,a classes will be made available for the
press release said. “We welcome this passengers’ enjoyment (or as a sedaaddition to the solar system’s finest tive). Greatest hits include Dean
school for the study of foreign affairs.” “Chunky” Chuck Pirtle’s Map of the
The release rambled for a while, then Modern World and Professor Paul “Party
said that the school would rename the Animal” Stokes Mathematical Statisshuttle after the Georgetown celebrity tics, Steigman added. Passengers may
who university President Leo J. “Fa- sleep through the lectures and still get
ther” O’Donovan felt had been the most credit, Pirtle said on the condition of
influential ever upon the Georgetown anonymity.
To serve as the Reservations Specialcommunity, Coach John Thompson. Mel
ists, the Thompson Shuttle has hired
Bell, Executive Super Financial
Georgetown Money Wizard, said “This Larissa Davies, previously an “inforis a good move, that way we can keep mation specialist” in the student club
the T’s on everything. You know both office. Hernewroles will include telling
Thompson and Trump start with a T.” you to have a seat and just wait. She said
Bell came in a close second, with 105
she feels qualified. She has also decided
votes to Thompson’s 136.
that “No one can make a reservation
“At least I won something before I after 5 p.m., they will just have to wait
bolt to the pro’s,” Thompson belly- until tomorrow.”
laughed.
He then turned somber. “I hated
The airline will abandon the previto see Alonzo’s college career end this ously lavish cuisine in favor of Marriott
cafeteria meals. “Rambling” Rose from
way, but FSU is a good team even withMarriott has decided that she will make
out their best player. You know, the kids
andl...” Then he droned off some sob abold career move and leave her post at
story about how no one expected them to New South to assume the position of
head hostess. “No ticket, no serve,”
-make the tournament in the first place.
Rose said.
Yeah, right.
Instead of the Vampire and Chemical
Passengers will also have the ability
Dependence class, SFS students will be
toaccumulatefrequent flyermiles which
can be traded in for a degree in any SFS
required to serve as flight attendants.
major, Dean Steigmansaid, behind Dean
“I'm really pissed because I already
Krogh’s back. For 10,000 miles, a Hutake 20 credit hours. I don’t know how
By Donald Trump

Arend Now Wears

Georgetown

Page 3

First a Boat, Now a Plane For SFS

Scars Prof.

from

Heaven and Earth

someone

threw

me

through the etched-glass window with
the crew guy on it and I landed in some
fajitas.”
According to McShane, Mujal-Leon,
Arend and Robinson frequent the popular student hang-out, but they have never

before come to blows.
“I was elaborating on the similarities
between the Spanish and the Italian Polity with a student,” said Mujal-Leon,
“when [Arend] starting screaming ‘Hotel California’ in my ear. I couldn’t hear
a thing so I told him to shut-up.”
But according to various sources,
Mujal-Leon was trying to get a free beer,
and he had not talked to a student all
night.
.
“He was pissed that he couldn’t get a
free beer,” said Arend. “So he told me to
shut up and pushed me. That wrinkled
my suit, and I really hate when people
wrinkle my suit, so I threw a plate of
chicken wings at him. That really made
him mad because it got all over his blue
J. Crew blazer.”
McShane said that after Arend flung
the chicken wings across the bar, Mujal-

\

Break like the wind

Arend, pensive after the brawl, looks with one eye to the future,
Leon catapulted Arend toward the fireplace at the other end of the room. Arend
landed on the Chimes table and knocked
over numerous pitchers of Miller High
Life,

much

to the

annoyance

of the

Chimes, who were dining there that
evening.
The Chimes hurled Arend back toward the bar and proceeded to rush
Mujal-Leon. “Everybody knows that
spilled beer is a great reason to start a
fight,” said T.J. Mattimore, ephus of the
Chimes.
The Chimes, however, were quickly
beaten senseless in a matter of seconds
by others who joined in the fray. “Let’s
just say that we’ll be singing high notes
for awhile,” said Mattimore.
Upon slamming into one of the ubiquitous World War One posters, Arend
managed to stand up and dust off his suit,
and proceeded to slug Mujal-Leon with
Martin Whitmer’s bar stool. Whitmer, a
large Southern gentleman who can be
found at the Tombs 14 hours a day, took
advantage of the fight to sneak behind
the bar and down four pitchers of beer.
“Then all hell broke loose,” said
McShane, “and no one knew what was

going on. Someone got hit in the face
with a hot fajita skillet, and a grease fire
broke out in the kitchen and burned all
the mozzarella sticks. It was awful.”
Some minutes later DPS arrived and
made things worse. Finally, Metro police arrived and managed to restore order. No arrests were made, except for
Phil Rubin (COOL ’92), who was taken
downtown for hitting a police officer.
Rubin called all his friends and managed
to scrape up $25 bail after a few hours of
pleading. “Damn it — I knew GUSA
should have set up a bail fund for students,” whined the greasy-haired, exGUSA rep who recently appointed his
girlfriend to the Election Commission.
GUSA representative Arick “With an
A” Wiersonsaid in true ass-kissing form
that he would consider Rubin’s ideas
and promised to investigate the cause of
the fight at the Tombs. “If it was really
caused because professor Arend was
singing classic-rock songs, then I think
we really need to consider changing the

I will fit it in to my schedule. But I am
psyched to wear the uniform,” Liz St.
Germain (AirSES ’93) said.
Professor Robbie Sobhani (R-MD-

6%) said, “Well, if it helps ny political
prospects, why not? I can change my
name. I can do plastic surgery. Everyone will know me and love me. Maybe
next time I'll get double digits!” he
frothed. Sobhani had to be restrained,
before he ran again. “I can fly to the far
spots of Maryland for my next campaign. With a fleet of jets, I could even
run for PRESIDENT!” Sobhani will not
be returning for classes this semester.
Get-well cards can be sent to the John
Tower Home for Reformed and Repented Politicos.

The deal will cost the university an
estimated $200 million over the next

academic year, bankrupting the entire
endowment. That’s fine by Vice President forFinance George Houston. “Hell,
this is nothing new to me. We welcome
any chance we can get to pass on additional costs to the students. Besides, you
will all graduate soon and forget why
you’re paying so much,” Houston said.
The fragrant and ever-dapper nonJesuit Fr. Francis X. Winters (in his tan

suit) said that he planed to use the jet for
his “personal” travels to the Bahamas.
“The ethics of the international affairs
taking place there are most interesting.
The unexamined life is not worth living,” Winters added with a sigh. He
examined his life, and discovered it was
not worth living anyway.
The University is also working with
Dixie Liquors to provide on-board keg
service. Father Mitchell has signed on
to serve as kegmaster, with the stipulation that no one takes his picture because that would just be stupid.

THe CAREER CENTER
Announces the following April recruitment opportunities:

music at the Tombs,” said Wierson. “I

mean this could just be a diversity thing
— just like at the Pub.”

Resumes due by 6:00 A.M, March 31

Body by Nautilus.
Boxers by Jockey.
Office of Slumlords

The office of Endowment Properties is
pleased to offer 4 townhouses:
Enjoy maintenance-free living

«Cost is only double what your neighbors are paying
Luxuriously furnished with Village-A cast off furniture
Call the slumlords at 687-DUMP for more information
Office of Endowment Properties is now located in a newly renovated Car Barn Suite

It's Cub Scout Night
at the

CROSS
Pull my prostate

11 to Party, 14 to Drink!!!!
Moms drink free from 8-9 p.m.

11)})
®

0

0

0

Show us a fake Jersey license. Show us a handwritten birth certificate from Uruguay. Heck, show us a
Prime Time Tuesday ticket and we'll let you in! We don't care. The cops are too busy inspecting our fire
codes since last year's "mishap" -- (a small grease fire, no biggy, only shut us down for six months.)

Anyway, they don't care if we card or we don't, so we don't!

By day, they are two of the hardest working Georgetown campus photographers,
working for the mighty HOYA.
But these two know there is more to doing good photography than the camera
equipment they work with.
That's why they choose Jockey.

JOCKEY
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Cosmopolitan
Founded 1963

We Want

We want new classes. Like wine tasting, or a class with Anthony Arend on
existential “70s rock themes. Or glassblowing.
We want stuff. The kind of stuff that fills
the office so that the door won't open all
the way because there is stuff in the way.
We can't budget all of this stuff, and we
can’t steal it, so people should just give it
to us. It’s part of this year’s 9.38% tuition
increase went to insure that we would get
stuff.
We want a Karaoke machine.
We want those kind of beds from Sharper
Image that when you lie down on it, it
vibrates and feels good on your spine. A
spine is a terrible thing to waste. And
feeling good is, well, feeling good.
We want a GUSA kiosk that talks. It
could announce all the activities on cam-

We want stuff.
Big stuff. Electronic stuff. Computer
stuff. More stuff.
Day old bread. Why not? We're risk
takers and were THE Hova. We make
enough money every year to subsidize
this whole issue and still make a profit,
unlike our farm club down the hall.
Speaking of the farm club, we kind of
like having them as an insert. We want the
Voice. Of course that requires a lot of
other purchases as well. We would have to
buy all of the Voice editors and then buy
each of them a clue. The editors would not
be as expensive as the clues.
We

want

a stereo

so we

can

whistle

while we work — like the Corp (the student group we like). Actually, we should
have a whole band. A band that would
play in the office all of the time. They
would have to be versatile, and they would

pus in a thick Muscovite accent. We will

name it Sergei and put a little Red Army
hatonitand saluteitas wehead up to the
Leavey Center. We want it to salute back,
but not just an ordinary salute, it also
should click its heels. (It should have
heels.)
We want greater campus unity. Every
Tuesday afternoon, the entire student
body should gather in the Jesuit cemetery and tie their shoelaces together.
Someone will yell, “DPS!” and when the
crowd starts to move, we will all crumble
on top of one another. Maybe three or four
freshmen will get lucky.
We want Dahlgren Chapel converted to
an ice hockey rink. The pews can be the
penalty box. The organ can, of course,

have to be diverse (we're now a group of 27

diverse white, rich kids from the Northeast). We want Hendrix.
We want the JFK files, and all of the bad
checks written by House members. We
want the Springfest bird. We want
Springfest in our office. We want hoops.
Big, 9-foot hoops, because about two of us
are taller than 5-foot-11. We want NBA
action in Leavey.

We want Fr. O’'Donovan'’s office in our
palatial suite in Leavey. We want a palatial suite in Leavey. We want a university
president with a name that sounds more
like the Irish stereotype of a Jesuit.
We want to have a big party and invite
every student on campus. And we want to
have the party in ANC Commissioner

he

You can get with this or you can get with that, but I think you’ll get with this

Letters to Buffy

stay.

We want all humans to have a third
thumb, preferably protruding from their
navel. That way, when someone asks you
directions, you can keep your hands in
your pockets while still pointing them
toward the gas station.
We want all buildings on campus to
move slightly to the left three feet, and we

Westy McDermid's front yard. We want to

teach the world to sing, in perfect harmony. We'd like to buy the world a coke,
or get some beer at Key's.
We want to give DPS guns. But not the
real kind. Perhaps the kind that when you
shoot it, a little flag comes out. True
deterrence is what we're after, not dead
students or DPS officers with even more of
an attitude. We want DPS officers to stop
hitting on students.
We want world peace. Or would that be
lame? Actually it would be lame. Not to
mention what it might do to our economy.
Nevermind.
We want people to like us. Doesn't
everyone? i»
We want our damned transmitter back
from UDC. Healy sold the thing for a
dollar. We could scrape up at least twice
that much. A good investment for UDC,
and we get a campus

Stuff

Deltadeltadelta, canlhelp ya, help ya,
help ya?
Your sorority sisters
Dear Buffy,

but what am I? Let’s go catch a movie
some time! I just fired my defense attorney, because I think I can get off by
myself.
Pee Wee Herman

they were

Dear Buffy,
OH--MY--GOD! How do you get your

hair so fluffy? Your hair is so’awesome,
.. I would kill for your follicles. Do you
‘blow dry or mousse it? I must know.
Your Delta sister (forever), Muffy

Dear Buffy,
Roses are red,
My teeth are brown.
Since you have dumped me,
I’ve been really down.

to perform:an Exorcism on Healy Lawn,

and then we want his head to explode as
herecites the Third Act of Luigi Pirendello’s
“Seven Characters in Search of a Script.”
Schedule the event right before the Senior
Crawl so no one who was standing too
close to Father King would have to shower
in between events.

you can't pick up on campus. Or that
works in stereo, whether you listen with

Trapped in the darkroom,
Feeling real scuzzy,
Smoking my butts
Makes my pictures all fuzzy.

one ear or two.

When you turned me down,
I thought you were joking.
Pleeeeeaaase take me back,
I'll even quit smoking!
Darren

i

THe=HovA
Buckman, /t's a Darkroom
X.

Rebecca

Brian Wheeler,
Christopher J. Brown .. Not the real Chris Brown
Andrew Kim........................ Yeah, OK, Yep, Bye
David BOSCO va.oniinaniniinsinsinssitnnssiseses A-10 king
Kevin Haggard .........c..cccceunenn. Jim, | fucked up
Tim Delaune ...............cccceiaieesnnanses Brian's friend
Jonas Stiklorius ......... Nothin’ but a turkey dawg

;
Thing

Lookin’ like Karl

Sarah Bowen........... Ooooh! That's what | like

Alan Bash................. Not Luke Perry anymore
Jeremy Bash................. Incontinentia buttocks
Jennifer DeLaney....... That's Mrs. Reid to you
Amy Lundy......cccccreuu.e I'm coming to aerobics
Justin Peariman......... Here's the Black Sheep
John RussS.......cccccevrvnnneee Eat my'baked goods
Ed Walters........c.ccoaeeeeen I'm a Republican now

Marion Davis ..........coeveveniereniieess 1 didn't want to be on top again
Suzanne Lieberman ......
.... Stays crunchy , even in milk
Nate HAIfSON ....ccceseresveseneerereasersusases Smells like week-old ham
SCO ICOZAK ....e..coconsecenrsrenssressarspsussrar Looks like week-old ham
EIN SWEENERY... ive.cctsucirrerensuesisirsicisessraravitirarisenes Copy Queen

Mikkel Jessen-Petersen .......cccccceceuruueen. Linguistic advocate
Michael Conathan...............cccocoorie Callipagous
Jodi Padnick
Shwing!!
Molly Peterson
Stymied
Mary Roberts
=
Not Here

Patrick Lord, Praised be his name

Ed Walters, Free as a bird?
Jeffery P. Staadt..... Where's the furniture?
I need to pee!
Jason Altberger.............. Martha's Love Slave
Eileen Concannon........c..ceccusmsesansesasanens
Matt Gilson

...Puts Up with Jeff
Quick Fingers

Carlos Aspillaga
.Q
ANAY CrofOOt ......ocivirssissrsisssssssrsssssissasesssssossissess Wunder Kid

THE HOYA is published whenever we feel like it. It is produced by the only university club that makes a financial profit. If we were a president, we'd be Babraham Lincoln. Yes,
we are still enrolled in that class, why do you ask? The contents of this paper are published on our shiny new computers, which we use when we're not playing solitaire or golf.
Tre Hova is printed at the Northern Virginia Sun, which used to be really close by in Arlington but their new offices are in Burkina Faso. It's all 10 point, not 14 point, because
we don't have time to sit around and pass silly resolutions.

Tre Hova has been Georgetown's newspaper of record for 72 years, but we were afraid that the GUSA kiosk would make us an outdated anachronism. Not. Are you still

reading this? Don't you have anything better to do? Are you just a passive tool of the capitalist oppressive man. Oh, wait, we are the man. Even though there's no asbestos
hotline, you should still call
up the Voice and bother them. That number again, is 687-6780. Say you want to advertise. Shya' right.
E HOYA does not discriminate on the basis of age, gender, sexual orientation, race, disability, color, national or ethnic origin. Please don't steal our papers.
1992. THE HOYA, Georgetown University Twice Weekly. No part of this publication may be used without the permission of the THE HOYA. All rights reserved.

\

Dear Buffy,
By the way, “Clubs May Rue the Day
They Forgot SAC Form” just wasn’t
funny. Get a sense of humor. And your
budget request is denied.
Penny
Dear Buffy,
Give us another chance! We might
still win the election today. I was in the
bathroom during your last editorial board
meeting, and my running mate was
dressed up as adog running up and down
abasketball court. But we're still reeeealy
serious about the endorsement. Besides,

Tyler is a tool.
Andy Sams, Dan McCheesy, GUSA
(Sorry, no 14-point) hopeful
Dear Buffy,
Just wanted to let you know that from
now until the end of time I will be in a
meeting. Please don’t think I have anything to hide.

Renee DeVigne
Dear Buffy,

I really liked your midterm, and your
thesis. I gave you A’s. I gave you eight
of the best semesters of my life. Have my
child.
Herb
Dear Buffy,
New Car, new

vests, lots 0’ cash.

Dear Buffy,
Yall come back now, va hear?
With lots of sloppy kisses,

Pleeeceeeeeeaaaase?

“The Other Chris Brown
Dear Buffy,
Better beer. Less Beer. Light beer.
Sweeeet job. Perhaps even grad school.
Columbia J-School. No cash, but lots 0’
Skynrd. Pleeeeeeaaase?
Wanger
:

Pleeeecaaase?
Chad the Mormon,

for you.

Your hometown

honey.
Dear Buffy,

It’s the Alpha Sigma Nu connection.
Really. Like the Trashmen say, “The
Bird is the Word.”
Big Bird
Dear Buffy,

No job. Never. NEVER. (possible
motto: Not.) I am not making this up.
Dave Barry
Dear Buffy,
I didn’t knooow yawl played
FOOTBAAAAAAWWWWLLLL.
Shanna
Dear Buffy,

Wellllll, after all of those late nights
together, I feel strangely attracted to
you.
Martin Weil
Washington Post Strangeness Editor
Dear Buffy,

Hey, Beck! Just a quick chummy note
to show that I think babes are just as
equal as any other minority. I mean,
you’ve done a good job this semester, as
good as any girl I’ve seen run the paper.
Like

Jed

-

Dear Buffy,

:

All graduate students are not really
unemployed losers, they just look that
way. Senior daze, indeed.

Anthony Scolari (PUD ’94)
Dear Buffy, /

Dear Buffy,

I’m still the only Mormon

budgeted from the SAC to buy the cheapest, generic pain killer for the slight hernia discomfort they may experience after
moving Kober Cogan. (It's reportedly anchored to the Earth’s Core.)
For Senior Week, we want Father King

radio station that

:

Heeeeey, Buckster. I know you are,

want the Southern Society to move them.

They can use their $4.35 that

Sweeeeeeet job. Hotlanta.

Dear Buffy,

OH--MY--GOD--is it okay tomix gold
and silver jewelry in one outfit combination?
$9
Jeni
i
Dear Buffy,

Those earrings just make your hair
SPARKLE!!!!!! I’m so jealous!!
Nikki
«4 »
Dear Buffy,
Tobeperfectlyhonestwithyou, I've
been going to the Tombs instead of
GUSA meetings. But which would you
choose? And what’s your record of attendance at editorial board meetings,
huh?
;
]

Love, Alci O.F.
Dear Buffy,
We love your hair. We’re looking for
campus leaders with great hair to model
for our ads. We’ve already signed John
Sikking, Noah Shactman, Dean Krogh,
Mike Conathan and Gary Krull. Join us,

won’t you?
Kampus Kuts
Dear Bufty,
You ambitious women really get me
going. ITheard that you were looking for
a job next year. Please come to work on
my staff.
Slick Willie Clinton

‘that
Moyra
chick,
and
Dear Buffy,
.
whatshername. I loved all the skirts at
You ambitious women really get me
the Hoya except Bowen, who I want to going. heard that you were looking to
hit with a tank. I’11 give you a call one give a job next year. Please work on my
time and make one of the other girls on staff; I'll come.’
the staff cry. Love ya!
Slick Willie Kennedy Smith
Gary
Dear Buffy,
Dear Buffy,
Let’s do lunch. My private DPS car
I'am an inmate at a local prison and am can take us. My driver knows the way to
looking for a companion to write to and The Key Bridge Marriott’s The View
perhaps, after my release, establish a very well. We go there often.
warm relationship with. I'm a really
Bill Tucker
gentle, nice man and -- oh, I was mayor
of Washington, D.C. for 12 years.
Dear Buffy,
Marion
Do black jeans go with your new blazer,
and if so, like can I borrow it or.die?
Dear Buffy,
Jules (a.k.a Hun)
Why do birds suddenly appear,
everytime you are near?
Dear Buffy,
Karen Carpenter
Where is your banquet this year?
Theresa and I will be sure to be there.
Dear Buffy,
Jack
You are a credit to your gender. You’ll
be good for your people one of these
Dear Buffy,
days.
Snarl.
Edgar Puryear
Karl (with a K)
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What were we talking about? Oh yeah, aid to the Soviet

when we go out to Denny's.

would have to take all the photos and they'd look like
crap. And he’s so damn unfriendly — barely says a word

die of lung cancer any time soon because then Edgar

while taking drags off his cigarettes. We hope he doesn’t

Journalists? Us? Nah.
We were all sitting around the office the other day

wondering how long it would take Eric’s mohawk to
grow out when it finally dawned on us : we're really
important. I mean, when we write an editorial on some

far-reaching topic like U.N. peacekeeping forces in
Cyprus or the status of the ozonelayer, people situpand

republics. Butwhataboutaid tous? We deserveit! Imean,
Tracewell’s under a lot of stress, being editor of the most

can’t write or get done before 4 a.m.? We've got the color,

It’s not easy being the bastion of liberal journalism on

listen. Important people. Like us.
campus, especially when you can’tsell many ads. But we
try --really hard --and think it’s our duty to tell you what
we think about crucial topics, like the one we chose this
a cover editor, the corner office on the fourth floor, Macs

each Thursday

morning,

well, that’s never stopped us before.

withasmall problem confronting society -- worldwide suffering. This issuehasbeenbaffling phi-

con-

the

when

throngs of

from Mr.Omniscient? I
would like to turn now
to a more serious topic:
journalistic ethics. Being

For example,

those less gifted than I.

world-

all journalists shall be

Plato and Locke, I have

prohibited from using
the word “man” in any
story from now henceforth. This decree shall
take the full force of law,
and any person who uses
the word “man” in an
article shall be prosecuted by me.
The word “man” constitutes a major barrier
to societal progress on
every level. As the intellectual descendant of

this issue, I decree that

friends pretend they are

the authority to say so.
That about raps it up

column too much.

that I
listens.
Tim Lynch writes this

when I speak, nobody

am Mr. Omniscient, and

time, remember

for this installment of

My solution to worldwide suffering is simple:

Not worthy. Until next

brilliant of me!

Well, what can you expect

How

way, we would rid the
world of hunger and poverty in one fell swoop.

everyone who is hungry
must eat everyone who is
poverty-stricken. That

perience. Some of my best

talk about oppression, I
speak from third-hand ex-

And believe me, when I

soever.

cism, nooppression what-

be no suffering, no sexism, no racism, no classi-

ety; how irresponsible of
us. If I were in charge of
this world, there would

oppressed.

less person begging for
money. How lame of soci-

the supreme expert in
wide suffering is a problem that we all must face
everytime we see a home-

analyze popular trends
and interpret them for

:

werebeing read each week. Asusual, we were wrong. Oh

we thought that the same number of Hoyas and Voices

We really have nothing better to do than run around
campus counting the number of copies of THE Hoya that
are picked up. Based onanother one our famoushunches,

language is nothing butan imperialist convention used as
a tool of oppression. Fuck free speech.
One more thing you should know. Responsibility and
fact checking is a foreign practice to us. Boy, we justlove
printing anything we can get our hands on. Take for
example, that story we broke about Chris McArdle being
aSteward —now there’sinvestigative journalism. Someone tells us a rumor; we print it. How about that?

write. You'll note that we are never afraid to use bad
language, or even bad grammar. After all, the English

students spring out of bed, rush to the nearest pile of the
Voice, rip open the front page and devour every word we

is proven

The importance and influence of our weekly editorials

to know.

date. And don’t worry -- we will very soon announce the
size of Eric’s penis. We know everyone at THE Hoya wants

because none of the guys who work here have ever had a

staff. We're so sure. We don’t even know who Layla is,

and one BITCHIN free unclassified section, which is
NOT, as some people like to say, written solely by our

our color) and being MARRIED and all. So what if we

awesome and influential campus publication (because of

week: the need to aid the Soviet Union. We didn’t just

pick this topic because it’s covered in our coursework,
or because Liz is writing her thesis on it -- even if she is

going out with Tim Lynch, who writes a damn good
Noteworthy column (see below).
But seriously, Georgetown students are concerned
about aiding the former Soviet republics. They're so
concerned that they might even have sit ins or something aboutit, which is great ‘cause that’s like the sixties

when students were all activists and concerned about

realissues. They madea hell of a lot more difference than
the people in GUSA, who do nothing but sit on their
butts all day and pass resolutions and 50-page bylaws
written by nerds like Tim Goodman, who really should

put his collar down. But we really can’t tool on GUSA
that much, since our former news editor Scott ran for

on him after all. Too bad he was the only Voice news

GUSA vice-president last year. But he lost and then quit
because he couldn’t stand all of us, so I guess we can tool
editor in decades who sort of had a clue what was going
on around here.
And then there’s Darren, our studly, Bunn Awardwinning photo editor, who has no ties to GUSA but
would probably like to. Wejust think he ups our prestige
so much when he’s seen at Hoyas games and campus
happenings in his awesome khaki photo vest shooting
pictures with his eight million dollar lens (which they
negged from cur budget last year — assholes), all the

I

I Am Mr. Omniscient. I Know All.
By Tim Lynch

journalism,

In the rough and tumble
of campus

one may

over

sil hockey for a while.

kneesand we played ton-

woman figurein therelationship.However, that's
the only way she can kiss
me.
So she gotdown on her

dominance

strue such a command to
be a patriarchal manifestation of my perceived

Now,

the Lounge whenIsaid to
Liz, “Get on your knees.”

tribe, let me tell you a
littlestory. The otherday,
Liz and I were sitting in

Before I begin my dia-

the answer.

rarely have enough timeto
losophers, politicians,
thinkers and great leadcongratulatemyselfonhow
much I know. In these spoers for centuries. And, as
radic “noteworthy” col- usual, Mr.Omniscienthas
| have enlightened

readers with my ‘wit, my

umns,
knowledge and my revealing insightsinto all matters
big and small.

Not worthy
My ability to know all
should not scare you. You.

see, Iwasbornjustlikeyou
— a veritable intellectual
plebe. Yetduringmyriseto
power at the Voice, I have
accrued an unmanagable

wealth of knowledge, with

specific expertise in areas

on (which it does) but

I relay this story to you
not because it turns me

inhumanity to fellow man.

becauseitspeaks volumes
about my own ability to

suchasraceinequality, gender oppression and man’s
This week’s installment
of Mr. Omniscient willdeal

By Salman Rushdie

Verses. Of course, it’s not as good as the

In our continuing quest to run reviews of the most obscure albums ever
released, The Voice has discovered a
group from Breezewood, Pennsylvania
-- Rosemary’s Baby, who have just released their second album, Satanic
is?

new Rush album --but then again, what

Hell, who told us she feels Rosemary’s

We spoke with lead singer Zelda
Azreil, inarecent phone interview from
Baby could really win a big following at
Georgetown. “Satanic worship is cool,
people just have to be open-minded.
We'vealready had fan letters from Sean
Keely and Manuel Miranda,” she said.
Thealbumisa compilation that draws
from several influences -- ones as diverse as Megadeth, Arbitrary ConvenGrant. The
tion and, of course, Amy

album features covers of well-knowns
standards such as Paula Abdul's “Spellbound,” J. Geils’ Band’s “Centerfold,”

Stevie Wonder’s “Superstition,” and
Barbra Streisand’s “My Favorite
Things.”
;
!
“We're not just the sort of band who
plays the obscure, boring stuff you find
on
WGTSB, like Jesus Lizard and Fudge
Tunnel,” said drummer Skeletor (who's

as good as Neil Pert — NOT!)
“Our music is designed to bring
Satan’sholy message to the pop charts,”
bassist Gargamel said. “I mean, T'Pau

and Kanjagoogoo tried, but the Dark
Force just wasn’t with them.”
For their upcoming concert date at

the 9:30 Club (a local satanic haven),

contacted

the GU

Medical

Center

to

Rosemary’s Baby plans to perform their
highly touted “sacrifice” ritual, and has

obtain some spare lab animals. “Hey,
what the hell, these kids are probably

said Executive Dean John Griffith.

more humane than doctors over here,”

them,” he said.

Gargamel also said the group plans a
future show at The Basement with campus group Guyana Kool-Aid. “They're
right on our wavelength. We plan to
share our pentagram lighting with

Allin all, I really liked Satanic Verses.
Thesongswereoriginal,buthada vague

Life at Georgetown
A Voice Photo Essay
By Voice Assistant Photo Editor

Edgar "Portraits are My Specialty" Lee

Dahmer,”

also

Photo by Jake

included

on

the

Rush-like feel that made them very enjoyable. Standouts include “Bedknobs
and Broomsticks” ” and “ “Jeffrey

tion, Imean, her characterin The Witches

soundtrack to The Silence of the Lambs.
However, some of the other songs
just weren’t quite up to Pert’s
songwriting standard. “Stake is in the
Heart” and “(Everything I Do) I Do It
For Satan” seemed flatand uninspired.
Azriel said she hopes Rosemary’s
Baby can make it to the big time. “I just
want to meet Cher. She’s my inspira-

Check out Rosemary’s Baby at mid-

of Eastwick just changed my life, you
know?” she said.

night on October 31st at the 9:30 Club.
Have fun —I'll be homelistening to Roll
the Bones.

p.s. Edgar: We think you're
gonna win the Bunns.
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My SHARONNA
Ask
Father

John Fitzgerald Kennedy

I'm Neither Dead nor Wrong

Healy

Alright, so I pick up the lateset copy of
The Weekly World News, only to discover that, once again, my love child has
been abducted by alien pygmies. This is
simply getting out of hand. I speak from
beyond the grave, and oh what a natty
grave it is, to comment on a few points.

Father Timothy Healy, SJ, was university President for a very long time,
but now he’s alibrarianin New York. At

arecentuniversityforumin Gaston Hall,
the venerable Jesuit pondered the
universe's unquestionables with students.

First,

Q: Father Healy, we’re having some
problems with the new administration.
We have started a new abortion discus-

sion club on campus, and we’ve faced
nothing butharrassmentever since. What
should we do?
A: An abortion discussion group?
What’s to discuss? If you were trying to
Q: Is anything irreversible?
do this when I was President, I would
crush you like bugs! I crush you! I crush
A: That’s the question I kept posing to
you! I crush your little head! Next QuesMelvin Bell when he told me the Leavey
tion.
Center had done irreversible damage to
the university budget. But the truth is
Q: I have a question.
time goes both ways. So do many JesuA: What is it?
its, but I digress . . . Next question.
Q: It’s an interrogative statement used
to test knowledge, but that’s not important now. What intellectual pursuit most
vexed you at Georgetown?

Q: Who do you think did more for
Georgetown, you or Patrick Ewing?
A: Yes. Next Question.

Q: How did you have time as president
A: That’s easy
— the wine list at 1789.
There are all of those California wines, to go swimming naked with select male
god-awful. The French wines are okay, members of the undergraduate populabut nothing for the discriminating pal- tion?
ette. I am also still trying to figure out
A: Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies
where all of this weight came from. I
once was asveltte young Jesuit, and now like a banana. Perhaps a cryptic answer
Iseem to be suffering from Ted Kennedy to your pointed question, but I could
syndrome: my face is swelling and get- have said very easily, “No comment.”
ting red. As my head expands, so does
Q: While at Georgetown, did you hire
my waistline, but none of the rest of me.
I'feel something like a watery pumpkin. many people whom you knew would
As long as I don’t do asinine things like just be “Yes Men,” so you could rule
Ted, I'think I am alright, but the question with an iron fist and push your agenda
has vexed me since. Is this irreversible? through the university?

A: Do you see this vein that protrudes
across my forehead, Charlie? You gave
me such fits when you ran the facilities
department that I gave my psychiatrist
an ulcer just telling him about it! The
only iron fist around here was up my . .
. but I digress. Next question.
Q: Timbo, Timsky, Tim-Meister, The
Timinator, T-2, Desmond Tutu, Tommy
Tutone . . .
A: What?

Q: Which version of history do you
accept as Truth:the one that says that
alienation is the product of a working
class, the one that says man is by nature
apolitical animal and establishes a polis
so as to express his virtues, or the one
that says Darkness is like chocolate,
Light is like chewy caramel, and the
cosmos is one big Three Musketeers
Bar?
A: If that which is God is something
than that which there is no greater than
which, a sandwich is a sandwich, but a

manwich eats like a meal.

I have

to clear my

brain,

Hy

Duns \ekS on
OF

WHAT

.

hrtPenes
|) JE5
——— —

—_——

Deely

Plaram

or

what's left of it (HAR, HAR), on the
flaccid condition of my son.
John-John, get out of puberty, you give
the family a bad rep. I know it must be
difficult finding a babe after failing the
bar a few times. Why not hang out with
your cousins? They’re true Kennedys:
swillin’ brews and breakin’ hearts. I
have this unnerving feeling that you
can't fill vour old man's shoes. . .Ialways did think you resembled that fat
Onassis guy.
Teddy my man. Lose that ball and
chain thing I’ve been hearing about. She

chiffon, plotting my demise.
Those poor people at the National
Archives have been given a bad rap by
this whole thing too. The remainder of
my brain was neatly tucked back into my
skull. Nobody stole it from any highsecurity vault. I’ve got it with me, sans a
little grey matter. What I want to know
is where the hell are my genitals? Now
that is a real concern. I mean, heaven is
filled with babes . . . SHWING . . .
TENTPOLE . . . and me without my
acoutrements. Those evil Navy doctors
took my best attributes and stuck ‘em in
a (rather large) jar. Oh, the humanity!
And excuuuuuuuuuuuuse
me, but who
the hell commissioned that bust of me at
the Kennedy center? I1ook like ahead of
lettuce that’s been exposed to nuclear
radiation.

is bad news. Trust me, I know her (and
I do mean in the biblical sense). And

they thought my bad back was due to the
whole PT-109 thing. You should have
dove a few more times for that
Koldpeeper . . . or Peckerknee . . . or
whatever that chick’s name was. She
was of quality Polish stock: strong boned
and strong thighs. ..a winning combination in my book.
Now on to other business: the fabulous females of the Kennedy clan, or at
least those of you not on heavy
barbituates. Caroline, what’s gotten into
you (Imean, besides the work of a skilled
moyel)? How could you possibly marry
adude named Schlossberg? It’s all in the
name, girl. I mean, the name Kennedy
justrolls of the tongue, conjuring images
of American royalty. The name
Schlossberg makes me think of a swarthy Balkan woman, wearing orthopedic
shoes, making chicken soup. Your chil-

dren will be
quest for the
Speaking
ex has been

cursed . . . on a constant
ultimate bagel.
of donuts, it looks as if my
getting a little too much

Probably the most infuriating item I
must discuss is this whole conspiracy
thing. Oliver Stone hasn’t got a clue.
Everyone should go back to the Zapruder
film and look at frame 235. There they
will see me trying to cop a feel from
Governor Connoly’s wife at the same
time Jackie grabbed my thigh and
BOOOOOOOM! my head exploded
from sheer sexual angst. There was no
grassy knoll, no triangulation of fire, no
homosexual Louisianan, dressed in gold

A word

of advice for Bill Clinton:

keep going with the whole babe/marijuana connection. Dude, it worked for
me, and that Flowers chick is almost as
hot as Marilyn. Put her away for a rainy

+ night, if you know what I mean. If you

gilt

Shed ey

cream filling. Scurrying around Central
Park in those black tights and head-wrap
makes her look like a Q-tipin heat. But,
ya' know, she was good for that whole
Camelot thing.
By the way, put Rose to sleep.

can get Hillary out of town, the Oval
Office can be your den of fun, and I think
the pulleys and the winch are still in the
East wing. You have to get your own
midget with a Polaroid.
Well, I gotta go. But hey, all you
voters out there, remember: it’s not
what’s in a candidate, it’s what he’s
gotten into that matters. Sec ya . . .
wouldn’t wanna be ya.

Iri Delta

Hail O' Georgetown.
Sisters Forever of Delta Delta Delta

So, like, my best friend’s sister’s
brother’s boyfriend’s girlfriend like
knows this guy who goes out with this
kid who thinks Georgetown is like, totally

awesome.

And

so, like,

us and

Jennie and Genni and Jeny like, cancelled our reservations at the Hotel
Scam’o’rama

in Daytona

cause,

like,

girls there are really skanky anyways,
and we like, came here. So, like, we were
gonna write a thingy for Sassy but they

have no class so we like, came here for
Seventeen.

First of all, you can’t say everyone
here’s alike cause they re not. There are
plenty of guys who wear olive colored
pants instead of khaki. There’s even
like, a stoner contingent, like for those
really tan guys. Talk about diversity!

The girls are totally awesome. Like,
we thought they’d be kinda nerdy, like
Library Louise at my high school, who

Campus Opinion:
Come back and take my picture
when you aren't dressed like shit.
Gary Krull
(DRK, '01)

Like Oh, My, God. We Love Ya.
we thought was a total queeb so we
didn’tlet her into Delta, but like, theyre
totally excellent people. We met some
really great girls from the nursing school
who showed us around, and we, like,
were totally impressed by the wide variety of hair mousses at People’s. But then
they bought, like, some condoms -- grosso-rama. But hey, they’re like nurses, so
they re like really into that hygiene kind
of thing.
So like after a long day of shopping
we really wanted to, like, party. At first

we thought Georgetown would be like
totally lame because of all those scary
priests walking around, but it was
5000000 groovy. And we were like, wow!
-

We met, like, some prime-o hunks from,
like, the lacrosse team, who looked to-

tally like Jason Priestly and Luke Perry
without the greebo sideburns. I mean, it
was totally like “Georgetown 20057”,
you know??
But these dweebs took us to, like, the

If I'd been packing heat, no one
would have flung doo.

John McLaughlin

Officer Kim
(COLT, '45)

(SJ, 'NOT)

[ don't know but he fixes a mean

Would you hold my bag of urine?

Bahama

Professor Honeydew
(PEE, '00)

my paramecium.
Professor Chapman
(MED, '12)

Flung doo? Flung doo? I thought
you said fondue.

Mama.

Charles Meng
(GNR, '92)

Molly Yard
(FEM, '69)

compiled by Captain & Tenille

Who put the over in Rover?

Was it Kierkegard or Dick Van

Patten who said, "If you label me,
you negate me"?

Booty time, booty time across the
U.S.A.

Don't bother me, I'm playing with

lines.
:
We guess, like, Georgetown is no UC
Santa Barbara, we mean, really. But
like, between the great shopping and the
cute guys, we would definitely go there.
Well, maybe if it were closer to, like a
beach or something. So we think all cool
Seventeen readers should apply there.
But you may have to, like, take one of
those yucky SAT classes with, like Library Louise to getin. Total downer! But
you may meet some cute tutor or something, so, like, hit the books!!

compiled by HerveVillachaize

Who flung doo?
WRONG!!!

Campus Opinion:

Pub -- oh my god! Jennie and Genni
totally ruined, like, their awesome suede
boots. Totally uncool. We thought, like,
Georgetown students should have better
appreciation for quality footwear. Genni
was so upset she, like, had to Noxema
right away.
So anyway, like about Georgetown -we didn’t actually visit any classes. As
if! But we met these really cute congressional interns who took us out and bought
us lots of beer. Lite beer of course -- we
need to stay in shape for good bikini tan

Floating Head

The Pointer Sisters

(BOO, '92)

(JMP, '92)

No, I repeat no, there is no over in

I don't care, just get me a jock.
ICC Statue
(HUNG, '12)

Just give me some damn change.
Bob Marley

(BUM, '43)

Rover. Part of last year's 9 % tuition
raise went to ensure that there
would be no over in Rover.
Mel Bell

(NO, '$$)

vel

Plain Dealer

Dec

1941

Introducing Marriott's New Spring Lineup of Dinners and Lunches...
Friday, April 3
Cream of Geranium Soup

Brown Soup
Lamb Blah

Sludge
Batter-fried Monopoly Hotels

:

Aged Quiche Butterscotch Rice
Feta Fritters

Spam & Lemon Chowder
Chapped Veal

Cantaloupe In Syrup

International Night

Beef Panels
Cheesy Waffles

Russia: Sorry, no food available
Ethiopia: “First Person To Get the

Kangaroo Gyro
Walnut Nirvana

Flounder Bar

Salo

“Jim Jones” Kool-Aid Jello

Tab

Piece of Rice Wins” Contest
Mexico: BYOO (Bring Your Own

Beef& Banana Kabob
Oa fover Cobbler

Industrial Strength Applesauce
Linguine and Alka-Seltzer

yo pens

iC

ruit

Sunday, April 5

Monday, April 6

Gasoline Consomee

Zinnia
CoonPocket Veretatile
Corny .

Tu

Butist

Speciale

but e

Sore rs
{ Frui
Factory Outlet

Used Milk

Rabbit Juice

Ham Cocktail

Sandpaper Chicken

Sour Cakes in Cream
Chick Pea Nasties

Tomato Roulette
Tree Bark Cobbler

Cinnamon

Wednesday, April 8

hg

:

Broccoli Shrapnel

Beef Taboo

Breaded Alligator Fingers

Red Dye #2

Bulbs

Bats

Tuesday, April 7

Marinated Flank Eggplant

Fruit

Garlic

]

Oryeen)

Catfish Slabs

Rude Vegetables In Cider
“Purple” Cow Pies

Savory Tofu Cakes

Lumps

X Abrasive

; Mayo
Paprika

Steamed Eggs

Cleanser

Flea

Pile of Fruit

—

:

Saturday, April 4

EEE —

Thursday, April 2

Omelette

Wedgie Du Jour

mmm’. mm

Wednesday, April 1

Brussels Sprouts Bar

Seolsie

Charbroiled Carrots

Terra Cotta

Pineapple Half

Dirt Plugs in OJ.

Stick

ol

os tis

Ee

Liver

ai.

Shark Jubilee
Shredded Salmonella

montup

Tunisian Cut Green Beans
Scrapple

Hess

Adhesive Cake with Colorful Things

on Top
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Remaindered Fruit

Clnp

Shes

si.

Scrod Knobs

Deadly Nightshade Surprise
Rnteef b com Vimigns

mm

Asparagus Links

Green Coffee

OfeColorHor Doz |

Ham, Grape, Bacon and Sausage Roll
Marbled Floor Sweepings Casserole

Bunch O’ Veg

Sunday, April 12

Yellow Soup

Beef Whiskey Soup

Rancid Shrimp
Poison Oak Supreme

Saturday, April 11

mt

Broiled Wildebeeste
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Friday, April 10

i.

Thursday, April 9

p.m.

. Inflated Potatoes
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Say Cheeze!
At Vital Vittles I tried to get some Velveeta one time to make
cheese jell-o. They had some Squeeze-Cheese, but it didn’t look
good. It smelled like bad cheese. The manager Wayne tried to
console me, but I was not to be consoled. He tried to convince me

I could scrape the cheese off of Cheeto-s.
I went to Marriot and got a baked potato, but there was no nacho
cheese. I'tried to get the cheese out of a fish and cheese burrito, but
itwasreally hotand I'really burned my fingers, bad. The hot cheese
stuck to my hand and I couldn’t shake it off.
I had to go to Student Health where the nurses asked me what
was wrong, but I was really too embarrassed to tell them. So they
gave me a spinal tap. It hurt like hell.

.
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Baby
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THE BLEAKENDER

TMT Shows That You
Can Really Tuna Fish

!
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THE OUTSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S COLDEST HAPPENINGS

CRITIC'S PICK
By Gene Siskel
HOYA
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Staff Writer

Some still think of tuna as a viable
alternative to lunch meat, but to Tuesday Morning Theatre it meant something else entirely. Tuesday Morning
Theater’s season began last week with
an excellent production of the powerful

German play, Raison d’Etre, or The Cat
That Only Ate Tuna.
The play is half social commentary,
half musical and very half-ass. The plot
is simply the story of a young couple

with no money to buy their cat the tuna

he wants. They embark on across-country trip on Harleys to find their catsome
tuna, only to discover that there is no
tuna in California.
sig

Si

This imaginative journey all takes

place in the friendly confines of New

dent in the serious dialogue of the play,
which consists of Heinrich and Hilda
Weltpolitick examining the inner workings of their cat’s mind. The cat, played
by Tony Braithwaite, is brilliant. The
audience is led to believe thatthe human
isactually ahuman playing a cat. This is
one of the best performances by an actor
I'have seen on campus in the last three
years. The meows elicited a feeling in
my groin which I have seldom felt.
Along musical lines, musical director

J. Paul Muskrat provided a melodious

accordionlinethatprovided background

music for the whole play. At times this
reviewer was moved to tears by the
meshing of the opera singing and accordion

how.

playing.

playing,

done only

y

as J. Paul

rau

knows

The actors and the director have taken

South formal lounge, which was magi-

a script with a difficult topic to tackle,

cally transformed into a realistic look-

one with deep social implications, and

When asked about the set, stage man-

new level. Despite the fact that the 7

tions bring to their sets.”
The play’s humor comes mostly from

Sales and technical director J. Paul
~~ Muskeet had this to say:“Ticket sales

the joke that is used throughout the play

were stronger than I had expected.”

that “you can tune a piano, but you can’t
tuna fish.” The joke is used about once
every five minutes, which severely diminishesitseffect by theend of theplay.

ing set made entirely of papier-mache.

ager J. Paul Muskrat said, “I wanted to
reach beyond that second-grade art
project look that most campus produc-

The biting social commentary is evi-

brought the meaning of tuna to a whole

a.m. performance time limited the audience to the few that had fallen asleep in
the lounge the night before, Promotion,

Tired of the same old concerts,
gallery exhibitions, and foreign
films? This week,

the bleakender

brings you something completely
different: events for people on the
brink. From pathetic parties to suicide pacts, we’ll show you how to
getthe very least out of life in Washington.

Finally, The Tombs offers its own

version of Russianroulette each Friday. Order lobster and a brew and
you might just find yourself in the
middle of a rather nasty brawl, possibly with GUSA prison liaison Phil
Rubin. Sure, its chancier than pills,
but infinitely more fun.
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best parties in town, assuming you can avoid the rantings
of Tim “Screeching Timmy”

|

Goodman, sometimeresident.

|

Boogie down with your fa- |
Drew,

Key Bridge offers itself up this
week as a jumping-off
point
for the
y
t

rest of your life. Especially recom~ mended are swan-diving and belly
flopping from heights agood 75feet

into the Potomac. Heck, if the fall

don’t

kill

on’t kifl you,

th

in

the toxic waste will.

Watch out for GU crew rowing in
the area, especially between4 and6

am.

:

i

:

In case you're afraid of heights,

the omnipresent Metro system is
open between 6 and 1 a.m. weekdays, with slightly truncated hours

For areally great time, join Craig
Hanson and hismerry band in dressing up like
a homeless person and
:

squeamish

and

Mista

of Roam Around the Ranch.

The tank’s a litle hard to
:
find, but the kegs are on the

Trai

porch,

gent fellow with a bottle of Night

‘rain...
;

;

;

Or if you’re really in the mood,

stop on by New South or Darnall.

No matter

how

hungry

you

Hector

the

:

heard to mutter vague plati-

fos

tudes

you're bound to refuse whatever

ority.

they’re serving.
ee

and

ab

about

G

:

German

superi-

Fishy, fishy, fishy,
:

Hangovers are always in style—
you know the drill, just snarff down

:
Not sick yet? Just stop on by Stu-

All and all, the play was on par with
other theatre groups on campus like the

with the 300 volt third rail, youcan
always jump in front of a fastmov-

Noticketic Theatre. TMT doesn’t have
far to go to establish itself as the pre-

ing train for a quick dismemberment, or just ride the escalators a
few times and enjoy the atmosphere.

|

cowskull can occasionally be

are,

on weekends and holidays. Again,
take advantage of the options: if
you're

Derek

Dobalina, or just conga§
through the house to the tune

wandering the streets of D.C. begging for your supper. On the other
hand, you're sure to find some indi-

about grappling

miere theatre group on campus.

THE RANCH — hosts the [|

vorite Turkey Dawgs Jonas,

ten

or

twelve

of

your

What more can you ask for when

favorite

we've got The School of Foreign

dent Health (we hear it’s somewhere around St. Mary’s). They'll

brewskis, drink a glass of orange
juice and milk, and lie back. In
a few

Service right here? Hear about it in
Pirtle’s Map class, or any guns ‘n

fix you up just right with a virus or
something. Ask about the two-forthe-price-of-one spinal tap.

short hours you too can revel in the
joys of a pounding headache and
lingering dry heaves.

bombs equivalent, or experience the
real thing by stopping by the dean’s
lice wd tangling with the recep-

ionist,

pT
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News Briefs
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— Roque Furt, HOYA Deli x Expert

Jessica McClure

0

GU Can't Add...
Inafurther breakdown of its popular college rankings, U.S. News and
World Report published a department-by-department ranking of
American colleges in its March 31

Education, Jhoon Ree’s Tae Kwon
Do Academy, and Peter Kipp’s defensive driving class.
The only school Georgetown did
beat was G.W.
Praise Allah. ..

issue.

Western world.”
Nobody was injured in Friday’s
scare, although Director of Public
Safety Bill Tucker did mumble,
“I’m sorry, uh, I don’t have those
papers in front of me, uh, ya’ see,
I’m not actually in the office now,
this is actually not me, ya’ see, we

The magazineranked Georgetown
689th out of 690 schools in the math
department, “a fantastic accomplishment,” according to Acting Provost
Dick Schwartz. “Considering nobody at Georgetown takes math, and
we have aprofessornamed Bobo, this
isapretty impressive
feat,” Schwartz
said.
The school with the best math
department was the California Institute of Technology, with Boston’s
MIT not far behind. Georgetown
was beat out by such mathematics
powerhouses as West Point, Ohio
State Law School, the Washington
School for Secretaries, YeshivaHigh
School, the Diesel Institute, the
Bartender’s Academy,
Open U., The
Learning Annex, Dunbarton-QOaks
Elementary School, the Hair Cuttery
Training Institute, Virginia’s Driver

The ICC building was the object
of another bomb scare Friday, the
second in just two weeks. An anonymous caller to WGTB, who said he
represented the campus chapter of
the Islamic Jihad, claimed responsibility for the attack. This was the
same group that claimed responsibility for a car bomb that ripped
through the Israeli Embassy in
Buenos Aires earlier this month.
With its main headquarters in
Tehran, the Islamic Jihad has committed such heinous acts as bombing
the Marine Barracks in Lebanon,
taking several Western hostages and
choosing the furniture
for the Leavey
Center. “The Leavey Center tragedy
remains with us today,” said Penny
Rue, director of student programs.
“Itis a symbol of Islamic fundamentalism and its drive to destroy the

are investigating the matter, and
uh, I am not at liberty to comment
ontheissue at this particular time.”
The Evil I...
The forces of good
and the forces
of evil squared off in a lively debate Friday Night in Leavey Commons. Representing the dark angst,
was angst himself, Program Advisor Demon Riley. Representing
the forces of good was Fr. King.
King spent the “better” part of
the evening arguing that life’s purpose can only be achieved through
good deeds and scary facial expressions. Riley retorted with some
thunder of his own, cursing the
crowd and vowing to catapult
Martha Swanson into the Abyss.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ADOPTION:

Looking to adopt a dog?

We've got just the one for you! Warm,

cuddly retriever missing only left hind leg
and tail, has been exposed in laboratory
setting to radiotherapy, electric shock, lead
poisoning, malaria, HIV, rabies and Oprah
re-runs. Doesn't feel pain (or so we think.)
Call the GU Med Center.
SUPPORT GROUP: Insecure about your
own sexuality? Feeling the need to spend
large amounts of time with male students
(and one priest) but then find yourself mak-

ing jokes and doing skits about homosexuals during public performances? Call the
Chimes Support Group.
AIRLINE TICKETS: Real cheap, round
trip to Minneapolis, weekend of April 4th.
Call Alonzo 784-FOUL.
SALE: Low, low prices for never-before

worn plaid jackets. Sky blue, hospital green,
off white -- one size fits all. Call Professor
Carey.

experience necessary. No application, no
interview, no references. All you need is a

knows how to work an eight-track, and

doesn’t mind if the speakers blow out every

pulse and a collar. (Pulse is negotiable.)

five minutes. Think seventies. Ratty shoes

Stop by to see Leo in the Healy Building.

a must. No pay but lots of play!

FOR SALE: Radio Station. One dollar or
best offer. Call Tony Ginatta.

law firm, but can't get an erection. Mother's

MISSING: Senior Representative in stu:
dent association. Hasn't made a meeting
yet and his housemates don’t know where
he is. 5-foot 8-inches tall and speaks with &
Puerto Rican accent. If found, call 687GONE.

tubes were tied in 1984, but she isn't bitter.
Father reassures Mother she looks like
Cindy Crawford, but Mother is suspicious
when Father brings phone into the closet to

dentassociation. Sideburns, earring. Male,
5-foot-8 inches tall and looks like a cross

ADOPTION: Warm, loving couple seeking
to adopt child. Father works for prominent

* have “business conversations.”

Call 338-

MISSING:

Senior Representative in stu-

between the lead singer of the Connells

1989.
and the funny little guy with the glasses
SSHH!!!:Having trouble adjusting to fresh- from the TV series Wiseguy. If found, keep.
man life? Always wanted to know what it's
like to be in a secret society? Meet at the

Naval Observatory atmidnight tonight wearing only a trenchcoat and running shoes.
FOR SALE: Three Darnall television sets
(almostnew) and several 10-speed bicycles

REASEARCHASSISTANT NEEDED FOR
MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS: Candidates

must submit a 10-page essay and must be
able to hold his/her breath for four minutes.
Call Dr. Kavorkian.

(good condition). $825 or best offer. Call
TEMPORARY PART TIME POSITION:
We

MAKE $$$: Earn $30,000/$40,000 just to

687-HELP and ask for Sgt. Bill.

are STILL looking for an academic vice
president. Forget the love of Florence or the

WANTED:

read papers and fill out grading sheet. Positions in Sociology Department now available.

speedy Mass, this time we mean it -- no

Pub DJ who likes to sweat,

hates rap, loves the smell of stale beer,
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Run Away, Run Away!

Mourning:
et

in

‘I'm Afraid
Of B-balls’

“PF

Revelation Shocks

The World
By James K. Polk

For Universtity
O'Donovan,

President Leo

J.

SJ, a daily routine became

- a nightmare worthy of a Stephen King
novel. He was finishing up his daily
swim in the pool at Yates Field House at
approximately 7:30 yesterday morning
when he was attacked by a school of
hungry piranhas.
O'Donovan said he was just about to
climb out of the pool and “head over to
McDonough

to lift [weights] with Pat

[Ewing, CAS '85] and Bill [Clinton SFS
’68]” when he heard “a terrible hissing
noise” several meters behind him in the
same lane.

As soon as he realized that he was
under attack by several hundred hungry
fish, O'Donovan bolted for the end of the
pool at a lightning-fast clip, shattering
the school record in the 100-meter butterfly. “I just kept thinking ‘they can

strip a cow to its bones in three sec-

onds,’” said O’Donovan.
“I’ve never had a good butterfly
stroke,” explained the terrified university president. “I guess it was just one of
those superhuman things you used to

sm
pi
m—
| po—

(Julius Caesar, Act I11).”

the Hoyas’ bench, and the 6' 10" senior

they were going to turn him into a
short, middle-aged, overweight man
if he ever touched another one.

center dove into the third row of seats

“It was terrifying,” insisted fresh-

Also suspected of planting the piranha is former Hoya shooting guard
Charles “Pizza” Harrison, who left the
Georgetown basketball team earlier this
season for Wake Forest because Coach
John Thompson was saying mean, nasty,
things to him.
Harrison, apparently bitter about the
rise in the Hoyas’ shooting percentage
after his departure, has publicly threatened several terrorist acts of this sort
against Hoya athletic teams.
A formal investigation has been
launched to discover the perpetrator of
the act. “A piranha in our pool is a really
bad thing,” said Yates director Dennis
Kannach. “But then again, what’s
safety?”
The 100-meter butterfly record,
NCAA officials said, will stand.
O’Donovan, doctor said, won’t. “Well,
it's a serious bummer,” said the now 2
foot 3 inch Jesuit, “but shit, I've still got
my hat."

he had made

life s o hard for them,

man swing-man Lonnie Harrell. “I
bowl of orange Jell-o, you know, the
was so scared that my socks fell all
kind with little slices of banana in it,” the way down tomy ankles.” MournMourning said.
: ing denied any memory of the locker
After the game, the ballboy wheeled a
room incident, but admitted that he
cart holding a dozen basketballs into the
has not so much as looked at a ball
Hoyas’ locker room, and Mourning resince he left the Bo ise State Arena.
portedly began running in circles around
Dr. Viv Savage, a prominent’
the shower area screaming the word
Washington psych iatrist, said that
“Negungefraf” over and over again. It
Mourning’s condition was not unwas later discovered that negungefraf is
common among nationally known
actually the popular Volkswagen slogan
athletes, but said he had never seen a
and

cowered

there,

quivering

“like

—

p——
oo.

Michaels said. The trainer said she did
not realize the severity of Mourning’s
state until a loose ball bounced over by

eree who called the fifth foul on him,”

a

lottery-boundMinnesota
Timberwolves, was less confident. “I
wouldn’t draft [Mourning] now even

if it would get me a job with a really
good team like the Miami Heat,” he
scoffed.
:
Phil Rubin could not be reached
for comment.

—
—
a—
—L_—
—

feast and said he was a classics major at
Clemson, refused to explain who had
sent him, only commenting, “There
comes atidein the affairs of men, which,
taken at the flood, le:
to prosperity

| WW.

Camivore

Dog Matters

Jack Breaks Silence,

FE

Ww

see on ‘Real People.
John Davidson and Sarah Purcell, cohosts of the former CBS prime-time
freak show, could not be reached for
comment.
O'Donovan was 10 meters from the
finish when 30 of the fish closed in on
him and began to feast— by the time he
dragged himself from the water, he had
nothing left below his nipples (see
photo).
Coach Bob Hamblet accused Mary
Washington swim coach Paul Richards
for planting the piranha. Richards, who
is known to use the flesh-eating fish to
train his own swimmers, had earlier in
the season accused GU’s pool of being
too shallow to conform with NCAA
regulations.
“How could Ihave done it from all the
way over at Mary Washington?”
Richards said last night. “Besides, I'd
never let my piranha dive into such
shallow water.” When asked to show
his piranhas to the public to prove that
they were not the attackers, Richards
said that they had gone to visit their aunt
Thelma in Cairo and would not be back
for a week.
One piranha, who was involved in the

Says He Can't Spell

FT...IR. FT

EEE

By Ray Zorsharp

—. T——
T— —T——

Fish Said, ‘He Could of Used a Tad More Salt, and a Touch of Oregano’

case as severe as this one. “At this
time I really can’t say whether this
condition is permanent or not. I'm
sure Id be able to give you a better
prognosisifI wasn’tundersuchheavy
sedation,” said Savage.
When asked about the damage this
incident might cause his prospects
foran NBA career, Mourning seemed
optimistic, although he said his sights
had beenlowered noticeably. “I don’t
think I'll be a lottery choice anymore,
but I still feel confident that I'll be
drafted somewhere in the top eight
rounds,” he said.
John Cocktoastin, a scout for the

—_.

O'Donovan Chowed On During Swim

"No! No! Stay away! Stay away!!" exclaimed a terrified Alonzo Mourning.
Farfegnugen spelled backwards, but no
one is quite sure wh at this has to do with
anything.
Mourning then sat down in the
middle of the floor and began ranting
about the little purple men that lived
inside the balls. He said that because

I—

Piranha XII- The Revenge

E

I took you to a Remington party and I get paid in puke?

I

n the Congo

With approximately ten minutes left
intheHoyas’ second-round NCAA tournament match-up with Florida State
University last week, all-American center Alonzo Mourning “began to feel a
little strange,” according to Coach John
Thompson. In an exclusive interview
with THE Hoya , Mourning admitted
that he had developed an overwhelming
fear of basketballs.
“I just started to get a little queasy. At
first I thought it would go away,” said
Mourning of his feelings during the FSU
debacle. “Butitjust got worse and worse.
It got to the point where I just had to get
out of there.”
According to team trainer Lori
Michaels, Mourning was near hysterics
when he fouled out of the game with
2:05 remaining. “The first thing he said
when he left the court was ‘get that.
[expletive] thing away from me.’ At first
I thought he was talking about the ref-

| ME. I

There I was, there I was, there I was.

Univeristy President Leo O'Donovan gives the camera a smile as his flesh is torn from his body.

sm. mn.

Dead Ex-President

By Mike Tyson
Give Me a Call, I Need Some Lovin'

factor in the decision was Popa’s physical appearance, followed closely by his
and his team's stellar performance in the
Big East this year.
“I find his nose to be mesmerising,”

said Schnozz, who sports quite a hoofer
herself. “And those caverns within his
face, they really take in the light and
create great shadowing effects.”
The president of the fan club and oncampus coordinator for Popa events,
sophomore sensation Pascal Fleury of
the men’s basketball team, was elated
upon learning of Popa’s fortune yesterday.

“I’ve always respected him, just because I have to admire someone who has
bonier arms and legs than I do,” said
Fleury. “This is a tremendous success
for our organization.”
Fleury mentioned Georgetown sophomore Eileen Miamidian as one of Popa’s
hardest working fans.
Fleury, who

earlier this season was

given the opportunity to play against
Popa, has said that the two games he
played against Miami were the most
meaningful events of his career.
The reason for all of the hoopla surrounding Constantin this season is as yet
unclear. While it is apparent, according
to Miamidian, that “women find him

interview from Wake Forest Univerisity, “I can empathize

WE
KNEW
IT §
The

reason

Charles

for

“Pep-

peroni” Harrison’s
shooting woes was
dicovered when he
revealed that he had
been playing with
two glass eyes.
“Hey, shooting 25%
for a blind guy ain’t
that
bad,”
said
Harrison.
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S0CEL
In an effort

\

from the men's bas&

to stem
the flow of transfers

ketball team, Coach
John Thompson and
assistants

T

AT.
MT
MT

MA.

WE

B

R

donned

riot gear and blockF

S

with Dan’s situation. I mean, with all those meanies
on that
campus, always yelling and taunting, and yelling, and yelling
and . .. yes Coach Thompson, I'll stop throwing up bricks!!
Please, pledse, just stop yelling at me and making fun of me!
Stoooooppppppppp!!!!
Oh sorry, just having a
flashback.”
Marchese said he will seek counseling in attempt to learn
the ways of the alphabet and hopes to return to his ScoobyDooby-Doo act by the beginning of football season next fall.
“WHifrhen athshvh jjrigk wijtfnw grrjt,” said Marchese.
“Shetr qvhpt eru nerot uoerutn wtuoue eiououo iohref. So
there.”
See HAMLET, Act II, Scene IV

A.

extroardinarily attractive” and thus account for the 85 percent female membership in the fan club, it is most likely
Popa’s hypnotic style of play which accounts for his support among men.
“His play is hypnotic,” said senior
center Alonzo Mourning. “I try to
mimic some of his best moves but usually amunable to do so. That’s why Ifoul
so much.”
Nolte, in a special press conference in
Los Angeles, was less than gracious in
defeat, perhaps fearing that the award
would make it harder for him to win a
Oscar. “I just hope the Oscar doesn’t
rescind my nomination for, say, Christian Slater for his excellent work in
*Ruffs’.”
Nolte challenged Popa to a match at
the Forum in L.A. for the title of Sexiest
Man Alive.
“I’ve seen him play, and I’m not that
impressed, a midget could rebound better than him,” said Nolte. “If he’s a real
man let him prove it.”
There has as yet been no word from
Popa concerning the challenge.

said junior Tyler Tysdal. “And by the way, vote for me for
GUSA tool, I mean prez.”
Why ask why? Try Bud Dry.
Cheerleading coach Chrissie Masdea pleaded with the
administration not to do anything drastic.
“Come on, it isn’t the end of the world as we know it,” said
Masdea. “Consider this, consider this, it’s not like Georgetown has never let anyone else in this school before that
couldn’t spell, i.e. David Edwards or Mike Sabol. So why
should we single-out Dan? Let’s put this behind us and all be
shiny, happy people.”
Former Hoya guard Charles "I can single-handedly keep
the makers of Clearasil in business" Harrison said in a phone

driving.

A

Popa was not surprised by the move.
“Even at Georgetown, thousands of
people cheered when I came on the
court. ..Ideserve the award and am surprised it did not come earlier in my life.”
In an unexpected move, the editorial
board of People reconvened this weekend, motivated by pressure from a massive letter-writing campaign
from Popa’s
fan club, “Domino’s Pizza for Popa,"
which swelled this season to over 1,500
members, one of the largest clubs of its

Move over Swanson, T'm

H-0-Y-A-L? Jack once again screws up a cheer.
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dan dat, I'm poifect.”
“I'’knew it all along. The guy’s a dirty rotten cheat, a bum,”
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“Justice has been done.”

People, said that the main motivating
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Please Don't Hurt Em' Hammer

These were Constantin Popa’s first
and legendary words upon learning of
the startling turn of events late Monday
night as People Magazine changed its
designation of Nick Nolte as its “Sexiest
Man Alive” award for 1992, replacing
the star of “The Prince of Tides” with the
center for the University of Miami bas-

of the NCAA

Jack, called upon to do the H-O-Y-A-S cheer, suddenly
became confused and instead spelled out B-R-I-C-K-S (he
was subsequently pummelled by the Hoya bench, who,
surprsingly, took the cheer personally).
“Dog-gonne it! I jist cauldn’t remiber how to spel Hoy. ..
to spiell Huh... well yu no, our damn-nichnamme that no one
noes what the helll meens,” said a distraught Marcheese,
dressed in a bright-orange shirt (butter-fly collar up, of
course), jean shorts, a straw hat, cowboy boots and a wide
purple tie complete with cute, little butterflies on it. “But utter
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smell.”
Although the second part of his anouncement is unfortunately common knowledge among Hoya basketball faithful
(just take a whiff of him and his ratty, old costume as he walks
through the stands shaking hands with fans), the first pronouncement has sent shockwaves through the Georgetown
community.
“I don’t know what to say,” said Sports Information Director Bill Hurd. “But whatever you say, it better be positive.”
The problem was first noticed at the men’s basketball

Sex God

kind on the eastern seaboard.
Susan Schnozz, editor-in-chief
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“I can’t spell... (sob),” said Marchese, “and . . . (snort) .
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In a heartwrenching news conference yesterday afternoon,
one of the most well-kept secrets of the Georgetown athletic
department wasrevealed by tearful junior Dan Marchese, a.k.a.
“Jack the Bulldog.”

Fugley

